M2SYS Technology to Offer Desktop
Biometric Technology to Kronos
Customers
ATLANTA, Ga., July 23 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — M2SYS Technology, an awardwinning biometric technology research and development firm, announced today
that Kronos Incorporated, the global leader in workforce management
solutions, has chosen M2SYS to provide its customers with a desktop
biometrics solution that seamlessly interfaces with Kronos time and
attendance applications. M2SYS’ Bio-SnapON™ biometric software supports
fingerprint and finger vein identification, enabling Kronos customers to
record employee time data with a single finger scan.

Kronos time and attendance applications work in tandem with Kronos data
collection devices to help customers control labor costs, manage compliance
risk, and improve workforce productivity. Bio-SnapON™ runs on a PC and
authenticates employees with a USB biometric reader. Requiring a biometric
scan eliminates “buddy punching,” the act of one employee punching in for
another, which can translate into substantial savings for employers.
“The M2SYS offering complements the Kronos 4500 Touch ID terminal, our
existing biometric data collection terminal. The desktop biometric system is

ideal for Kronos customers who have a small number of employees spread across
many locations, and in cases where a traditional biometric data collection
device may not be practical,” commented Steve Earl, Kronos director of
product marketing.
The Bio-SnapON™ biometric software easily scales to support multi-site,
networked implementations, and supports special requirements such as labor
distribution and employee self-service. “With the establishment of this
relationship with Kronos, M2SYS has cemented itself as the leading provider
of biometric technology to the workforce management market,” noted Michael
Trader, president of M2SYS Technology. “We are delighted to provide our BioSnapON™ biometric software and USB biometric readers to current and
prospective Kronos customers.”
About M2SYS Technology
M2SYS Technology, www.m2sys.com, is a recognized industry leader in biometric
identity management technology, delivering a wide range of customized, fully
functional, turn-key fingerprint, finger vein, and other biometric software
solutions for businesses and consumers.
About Kronos
Kronos is the global leader in workforce management solutions that enable
organizations to control labor costs, minimize compliance risk, and improve
workforce productivity. Tens of thousands of organizations in 60 countries –
including more than half of the Fortune 1000® – use Kronos time and
attendance, scheduling, absence management, HR and payroll, hiring, and labor
analytics applications. To learn how Kronos uniquely delivers complete
automation and high-quality information in an easy-to-use solution, visit
www.kronos.com.
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